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                   A collection inspired by the painters of the revolution during   

                  the early 19th century, who left behind an enormous heritage for the 

generations to come. SS21 is a tribute to the 200 years of Greece’s liberation 

from 400 years of slavery by the Ottoman Empire. The inspiration comes from a 

research of the history and the scenes depicted with “journalistic detail” on the 

canvases by Eugene Delacroix, William Turner, August Vinson, Nikolaos Gyzis, and 

many others. The textiles and designs emerge to revive a kind of tableau vivant 

composed by the pleats of foustanela skirt and tsarouxi shoes worn from the 

heroes prepared for war, the Agamemnon boat owned by the heroic figure of 

Bouboulina and the jewelry pattern designed on the blouses of Greeks during 

that time. This year’s narrative is an anniversary to freedom; an opportunity 

for redefinition; a tribute to the female figure of the time. Strongly artistic 

and symbolic this new empowering collection serves as a stylistic dialogue 

that joins the past with the present.

Agamemnon named 

after the boat of 

Bouboulina. All depic-

tions of her are with 

the Agamemnon ship 

on the background and 

herself as a strong and 

fearless figure ready for 

battle.

Stema named after a pat-

tern found on the blouses 

of Greeks of that time. 

From a painting in the 

Archeological Museum of 

Heraklion.

St George battle

a famous battle between 

Karaiskakis and the Otto-

mans. Battle emblem the 

figure of St. George.

Victorious mosaic - 1821

different signs and em-

blems of that time along 

with the year of 1821 all 

conceived and designed 

as contemporary patterns

Pleats

pleats on foustanela 

skirts as painted by 

artists of that time
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CREATIVE DIRECTOR//MARIETTA KARPATHIOU

PHOTOGRAPHER//NIKOLAOS BROUZAKIS & GEORGE SAVOULIDIS       |        GRAPHIC DESIGN//MARGARITA DIMITRIADOU

MAKE UP//IRINI KAZOULI       |        MODELS//MARIA & MALAMATENIA PARTHENI / FILARETI KREOUZI

GARDEN CAT//SYLVESTROS

ATHENS SHOWROOM//20, Thiseos Str, Athens & +302103249297
FLAGSHIP STORE// 23, florou zouganeli, ano matogianni, 84600 mykonos & +3022890 28674

m info@ergonmykonos.com       |        www.ergonmykonos.com


